March 6, 2002
Alumni of Class of ’72
Tunghai University
Dear Alumni,
By way of this letter, I would like to clarify one potential issue concerning the registration
form for our Class of ’72 Reunion in Las Vegas in this coming July.
The registration form that you should use must be the one that was mailed to you. As you
recall, this is the letter with a very beautiful mailing label. The letter is dated February 10,
2002. That mail contains four (4) pages; (1) a cover letter, (2) a registration form, (3) the
Grand Canyon trip schedule and (4) a page containing names of those alumni who we
have not yet located. (Here is a way for you to identify the correct form – You are alumni
and will participate only for the reunion at Aladdin Hotel and need 7/5 and /76 lodging
for two nights, double occupancy, your total is $250.)
There was a previous letter in the draft form, which I emailed to all department
representatives for their review and suggestions. That letter, unfortunately, was
distributed to some of you. You should discard that letter and the registration form that
accompanies it. I apologize for the miscommunication and take the full responsibility of
this miss up. If you have any question concerning which is the correct form, please
contact Lily Lin, Shiu-chen Wang or me directly.
As a reminder again, please send in your registration and fee as soon as possible. As I
mentioned, we have several key dates for deposit payment and they are approaching fast.
We are also working on a web site for our reunion activities. The web site will post,
among other things, all official correspondences that we issued. Therefore it will be a
good central location for all to get the most up-to-date information. We hope that the web
site will be up and running in the very near future. You can be certain that we will spread
the news like wild fire.
Sincerely,
Mike (Wu-huang) Yang
LA Coordination Committee

